Abstract
Introduction
Big Data, which is produced across various fields today, is reproduced as new processed data to serve the goal of usability [1] [2] . Reproduced data mainly include the goal of finding meanings and patterns hidden in them based on classification and analysis. There has been an ongoing increase of Big Data-based system applications across a range of fields in society, and the trend has been increasing in the field of agriculture as well. The utilization of Big Data has increased around the world to analyze cultivation and growth environments in the field of agriculture. But there are limitations to the creation of efficient agricultural environments due to the insufficient sharing of different cultivation methods and environments among different crops and species. It is particularly essential to analyze the related information of cultivation items that require a sensitive growth environment and need enough knowledge of their cultivation and constant management. Today, smart farms are built with sustainable, automated cultivation facilities to provide the observation and analysis data of growth and development environments by adopting IoT sensors [3] . This study, thus, set out to propose an analysis system for growth environments to provide information about the optimal state of an environment and reduce the risks to hinder growth by analyzing and guessing before the data of growth environments. The study proposed an analysis model for crop growth environments by applying multiple regression analysis and an altered K-means algorithm [4] [5] [6] so that it would be possible to increase high quality farming yields by processing various data
Related Work

Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is a statistical method to explain causal relations in nature or in society with explanatory variables to influence and response variables to be influenced. A regression model expresses response variables with the function of explanatory variables, and an estimated regression model is used to predict the values of response variables with those of explanatory variables. Binomial types expressed in Boolean values are used for response variables in regression analysis. When there are three values of response variables or more, multinomial and continuous types are used. Regression analysis, in general, on the premise of linear relations between independent and dependent variables. There are interactive effects in such linear relations just like the increasing values of independent variables will lead to the certain increase or decrease of dependent variables between weight and height, for instance. Formula (1) shows a linear functional formula to present relations between correlated independent and dependent variables. Multiple regression analysis has the same basic concept as simple linear regression analysis, but it uses two independent variables or more. Predictive abilities can be increased by using many different independent variables. This model was used to match linear relations between Y Group of quantitative dependent variables and X Group of independent variables.
K-means Algorithm
K-means algorithm [7] is a clustering technique to classify input data into k clusters based on unsupervised learning similar to supervised learning. Unlike supervised learning, which updates weight vectors every time a vector is entered, the K-means algorithm updates weight vectors simultaneously after all the input vectors are entered. The criteria of clustering classification are the distance between clusters, dissimilarity among clusters, and minimization of the same cost functions. Similarity between data objects increases within the same clusters. Similarity to data objects in other clusters decreases. The algorithm performs clustering by setting the centroid of each cluster and the sum of squares between data objects and distance as cost functions and minimizing the cost function values to repeat cluster classification of each data object. Intra-cluster distance (IntraCD) is the addition of distance to all the input vectors allocated to the concerned cluster from the centroid of each cluster. Inter-cluster distance (ICD) is the distance of weight vector between two clusters. As seen in formula (2), errors are calculated by adding the sum of IntraCD of all the clusters and subtracting the sum of ICD for all the cluster pairs. β and γ are weighted values.
Macqueen Approach K-means [8] presents a method usually used in researches on the utilization of the K-means clustering algorithm. The user arbitrarily selects K, the initial number of clusters, from the initial objects for clustering. K can be randomly selected from the entire objects. K is assigned to the closest cluster according to the measurement of distance from the cluster centroid to all of the objects. The objects assigned to a cluster will be finally used for reassignment to new centroids. The algorithm will be terminated when centroids are measured under the threshold value set by the user. Kaufman Approach K-means [9] introduces an algorithm to supplement the rising costs of measurement due to the calculation of distance from all of the objects, which had been pointed out as a problem with Macqueen Approach K-means. The algorithm is faster in measurement than Macqueen Approach K-means. This algorithm determines the centroids of all the objects distributed as initial centroids. The distance is measured from an object of the entire group to the initial cluster value. When a selected object has a distance from the initial value over the threshold value set by the user and has a certain number of objects nearby or more, it will be determined as a cluster centroid. The algorithm would repeat the process until the initial K value matches the selected outcome until termination. The approaches of Macqueen Approach K-means and Kaufman Approach K-means to initialization have, however, problems of selecting initial values arbitrarily and choosing initial values according to certain conditions and rules. Max-min Approach K-means [10] selects an object from the entire group and determines it as the first initial value and measures its distance from the other objects. The object with the longest distance from the first initial value is assigned as the second initial value. Distance from the other objects will be calculated based on the first and second initial values. Since two initial values are needed to calculate distance, the sets of distance pairs will be measured to save two measurements. The initial value of distance pairs from the measured set of distance pairs will be defined as the distance measured between the concerned object and two values. The observed value with the maximum distance measurement will be determined as the third initial value, which will have the longest distance from the earlier two initial values assigned. The algorithm will continue until the initial values of K are all met through the repeated process.
Growth Environment Analysis System
Study [11] proposed to promote the reliability of a farming journal by automatically saving the data of produce conditions and control environments and entering the multimedia data of produce. The farming journal was materialized in a physical layer, which was comprised of soil sensors and internal and external sensors in the cultivation field, a middle layer, which covered the journal's database, video, sensor, and server management, and an application layer, which provided users with GUI. The farming journal was designed to record general works and disease and pest forecasts and check the data inserted in video, voice, text or image.
Study [12] proposed a management and monitoring system for a growth environment to increase a crop yield. The growth monitoring system would check the crop conditions via the sensors and control the environment artificially. Related environment sensors would be necessary for EC, pH, temperature, humidity, intensity of illumination, and CO2. Most of the sensor nodes were organized in a wired fashion, and the system was organized in the RS485 method. When it was organized in a wireless fashion, the Zigbeebased USN technology was applied. The control system covered crop cultivation, environment, nutrient solution and source of light. Data collected from sensor and sink nodes would be sent to the sever of a local gate to monitor the current conditions. Independent gateways were set for sensor and energy monitoring control.
Copyright © 2018 SERSC Australia Figure 1 shows the analysis model diagram for classifying crop cultivation data suggested in the study and identifying independent variables that affect specific dependent variables. There are a variety of factors affecting the crop cultivation environment, and the effects can be different by factor. The models for analyzing such factors and identifying independent variables affecting dependent variables can be divided into three. The density of multi-dimensional factors is analyzed through the transformed K-means algorithm, which is suggested in the study, and independent variables including 80% of main ingredient factors are extracted primarily. As such independent variables have high correlation among variables, they are highly likely to create analysis models and have effect on dependent variables. Moreover, the optimal number of communities can be classified through the transformed K-means algorithm, and independent variables to be applied for the analysis model can be drawn. Independent variables are extracted based on the classified the number of communities, and a predicting model that affects the final dependent variable is created through a multiple regression analysis. 
Proposed Analysis Model
Structure of Analysis Model
Factor Detection using Modified K-means Algorithm
A model was designed to extract the elements of crop cultivation environments by applying an altered K-means algorithm so that it would be possible to analyze the elements that had huge impacts on crop cultivation according to the elements of cultivation environments. There is a need for a scale to assess whether analysis data are similar or dissimilar in the clustering method not based on the probability model of crop cultivation data. Clustering is usually done with dis-similarity(or distance) rather than similarity. The method of determining K, the number of clusters, is critical for optimal clustering. The present study used K, the optimal number of clusters, to set a temporary scope through the principal component analysis of input crop cultivation data. The scope of principal components to minimize the sum of distance squares within the set scope was appointed as the final number of clusters, K. The multi-dimensional data of crop cultivation data vectors were altered linearly based on the dispersion matrix to analyze the number of clusters in the clustering of input crop cultivation data. The objects of input crop cultivation elements were measured for the principal component direction and element of covariance matrix to set the scope of principal components up to 80% of threshold value. Determined as the final number of clusters was the principal component of the highest dissimilarity among the clusters based on the Euclidean distance formula within the set temporary scope of principal components. Figure 2 presents the clustering extraction algorithm of crop cultivation data based on the application of principal component analysis. And Figure 3 presents to modified K-means logic pseudocode.
① Scatter plots and the number of random data, p in the input data will be checked.
② Principal component analysis will be conducted for the entire input data entities, and principal components will be extracted till the point where a constant value will be maintained to explain the entire data.
③ The central point segmentation method will be applied to , the number of random clusters, and , the number of random central points, based on the principal components that have been extracted through principal component analysis. , the central point of each initial cluster, will be measured with a random cluster index vector.
④ The minimum value of , the central point of each segmented area, will be calculated with , the sum of squared distance to each entity.
⑤ will be calculated which is the minimum average distance between the central point of a random cluster and the entities included in an external cluster.
⑥ S(k), which is the maximum cluster dissimilarity based on a difference between , the degree of separation based on the average distance between the entities included in different clusters and all the other entities, and , the degree of cohesion based on the average distance between an entity within a cluster and one in an external cluster, will be treated , which represents the number of clusters, K.
⑦ Set , the number of input vector data.
⑧ All of vector data will be measured for mean μ , standard deviation σ , and standard normal distribution ∅ , 2 
( , ).
⑨ Select the objects distributed in the space fractile and P( ̅ ≥ , ) = ±0.95 by using μ , the mean of vector data, and σ , standard deviation. 
⑨-①
Design of Prediction Model using Multi Regression
The multiple regression analysis technique was applied to make numerical predictions of influences on the final crop yield and quality based on the elements of crop cultivation environments extracted with an altered K-means algorithm. Of data prediction techniques, multiple regression analysis was chosen which was good at analyzing relations among independent variables and predicting influences on dependent variables. The crop quality scores, which were a dependent variable, were favorable for the conditions of multiple regression analysis since they were known beforehand for each crop and quantitative. A variety of crop growth environment elements were applied including temperature, humidity, intensity of illumination, CO2, cultivation site, and outside temperature. The farmers graded the crops according to these elements with their subjective numbers of quality. Formula (3) shows the basic model of multiple linear regression analysis with the k number of independent variables to identify the effects of growth environment elements on quality scores and their elements. The regression coefficient of crop cultivation environment elements, which were independent variables, was 0 ; the measurement error of crop quality ; which was a dependent variable, was 0 ; and the estimation of regression model was to find the regression coefficient.
4. Results
Factor Detection using Modified K-means Algorithm
A total of 9,414 pieces of raw data of mushroom cultivation measured for a week were used to assess the proposed analysis system for crop cultivation environments. There was a total of 13 elements of mushroom crop cultivation environments, and the mushroom cultivation data was used according to temperature, humidity, intensity of illumination, outside humidity, and CO2. The overall attributes were compared with the final quality element items, and the analysis results show that six attributes, temperature, humidity, intensity of illumination, CO2, outside temperature, and odor, had close connections with crop cultivation environments. A proposition based on this was a clustering method through principal component analysis and K-means analysis. The method was then applied for performance evaluation. The temporary range of six principal components was set with covariance matrix in a principal component analysis. The measurements of dissimilarity indicate that four principal components recorded 0.41, which suggests that the four elements had the biggest impact on the quality scores of mushroom cultivations. Figure 2 presents the analysis results of the 13 influential factors of mushroom cultivation environments, which were analyzed with an altered K-means algorithm, by the clusters. The final elements include the components whose cluster density was high based on the results of six principal components in a principal component analysis. Table 1 shows the regression coefficient, standard error, P value, and sum of squares of each of these four elements. Regression coefficient was measured with temperature, humidity, illumination, and CO2. The mushroom quality scores were in the range of 0~100 points based on the old mushroom cultivation data. Formula (4) presents a formula to measure evaluation scores according to the data of four cultivation environments. Table 2 shows the deviation in quality scores between the seven pieces of data of 100 predictions data based on learning results and actual data. The quality error was set at 10.96. The experiment results show an error of approximately 5% (1~10 points) between the actual and predicted measurements of cultivated mushroom quality. There were, in particular, big differences in mushroom quality according to temperature and humidity changes. When there were severe temperature changes, there was a difference of about 5~7 points between actual and predicted quality scores. The optimal temperature for a mushroom cultivation environment was predicted to be approximately 20~24 degrees. In addition, there was a smaller deviation in mushroom quality in a cultivation environment of 70~95 humidity than in one of less than 70 humidity.
Discussion
This study proposed a model for the analysis of crop cultivation environments to analyze the elements of crop cultivation environments and the effects of big influences of such environments on final crop yield and quality. A model was built with regression analysis, which was capable of analyzing the categories of large-volume crop environment data and the data sets of certain crops, and Big Data analysis, which identified crop elements based on an altered K-means algorithm. An algorithm was established to extract elements that would have a lot of influence on the concerned crop from a huge pool of crop cultivation elements by applying principal component analysis and K-means algorithm. The experiment results were used to apply the elements of mushroom cultivation environments and extract six principal components of close connections with mushroom quality among 13 elements. The K-means algorithm was applied to extract four elements that had big effects on the cultivation environment. In addition, a multiple regression analysis-based prediction model was applied to compare and analyze actual and predicted mushroom quality. The experiment results show that there was a difference of about 5% (1~10 points) and that there were differences in crop quality scores according to certain elements.
